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reacher : (Holding a bag of 'pencils, the teacher carries

on a question-answer drill.)

Where's the pencil?

(Taking one pencil out of the bag, the teacher

says)



The pencil is here.

Class, repeat after me. Where's the pencil?

Students : Where's the pencil?

Teacher : The pencil is here.

Student  : The pencil is here.



The sentences are

1 . The pencil is in my hand.

2. The pencil is on the desk.

3. The pencil is in the book.

Example

3

Zlass :

s1 :

Zlass :

4. The pencil is under the book.

5. The pencil is in my pocket.

The pencil is in my hand.

The pencil is in my hand.

/pens!/

(Holding a pencil in his hand and raising it above

head)

The pencil is in my hand.

(Imitating S1)

The pencil is in my hand.
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Pronunciation Practice

1 . The students look at the word card and pronounce

the word several times, in group and individually.

Spelling Practice

1 . Using the pocket chart, the teacher inserts the

alphabet cards of,the  target word in the pocket. The

class are required to reorganize the alphabet cards into

the target word.

2. The students pronounce the word twice.

3. The teacher scrambles the alphabets and let the

students return to step one and two once or twice.

Contextual Practice (Meaning)

1 . The teacher shows a pencil and other objects,

alternatingly. The students call out yes or no.

Ex :

Teacher : (Showing a pencil.)

Students : Yes, its's a pencil,

Teacher : (a ruler)

Students : No, it's not a pencil.

etc.
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2 . 1n group or individually, the student (s) pronoun-

ces the word indicated by the teacher.

Spelling

1. The teacher prepares two sets of game aids. Each

set consists of 3 incomplete word cards and a number of

alphabet cards.

pq popcorn

pz-j pencil

fxzq placard

2. The class is divided into two teams.

3. Each team is required to pick out the incomplete

card which is the target word, put it on the board and

fill the empty slot with the correct alphabet cards.

Contextual

1 . The teacher place several kind of pencils and

other objects on the table.

2. A student pretends to be a buyer. When the

teacher says the name of the things to buy in a sentence.

the buyer must pick that particular object up. The rest

of the class may call out their decision.

The sentences are

* She buys a pencil.

She buys a pen.

She buys a ruler.



Shebuys  a pencil.

She buys a pencil.

Example

Teacher :, She buys a pencil.

s1 : (Pick up a pencil.)

etc.



. teacher, student, desk, chair, light,

black board, floor, ceiling, wall,

window, door, chalk

blouse, shirt, skirt, shorts, socks,

shoes, belt.

hair, eye, nose, ear, mouth, neck,

arm, hand, chest, waist, finger,

leg, foot

tall, short, dark, thin, fat, long

(hair), pretty, active, rain (Cl  th



‘daFJil?fllfi  (space shuttle) l&NJ (Dam) 1%&&l (freighter) l%WlU  (boat)

~tath:ti=i  (ship) n75lnui (plough) l&&%J

U'Xl%I9  (stomachache) U'M& (toothache) T115Uil  (tolift  ) Mcfl  (heavy)

uauwik  (to sleep; asleep) L9lGU
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beg +I begged the family not to kill the cat, and they

finally listened to my pleas.

majority, literate -The majority of people in Japan are

literate because most people are

abletoread newspaper and magazines.

inflexible -A company structure should not be so inflexi-

ble that it does not allow a person to change

jobs as his abilities and needs of the compa-

ny change.

A burglar is a person who breaks into a house at night to

steal.

Scenario is a written outline of a play, an opera, a film

with details of the scenes.
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sandwiches, cookies, drinks, decorations, record, album, piano,

guitar, drums ltFIE.song.

sandwiches decoratives record piano

cookies album guitar

drink song drums

%KI~IJ~ 2 U~Nl9lnlLUlJI~UU English for Thai Students Book 1 MC185  &wM/

ilnlJ"luLlvlim"\l~

big, city, buildings, primary schools, secondary schools,

students, universities, zoo, birds, animals, small, town, hospital,

pa-k, trees LLB::  flowers.

nl5+mmMultrlibdou  wz
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big city

small town

primary school hospital zoo

secondary school building park

universities animals

students birds

trees

flowers

an  egg

the eggs

a loaf of bread

a roll of tissue
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a basket

the men

one flower

some cookies a glass of Pepsi

a sandwich

a peice  of cake

a cup of punch

a cup of coffee

a piece of steak

abowl of rice

air-conditioner

a glass of brandy

a glass of whishky
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~XW?JL&l  nlsd?lUR~~l advertisement

Advertisement  is an act of making known to people byprint-

ing notices in newspapers or other means such as T.V. and
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